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Gravity-driven flow of concentrated suspensions �solid volume fraction ��0.50� of non-Brownian spherical
particles through a channel contraction at low Reynolds number is studied experimentally. The abrupt change
in the flow area at the contraction forms distinct shear-rate regions having different fluid pressures, which are
related to the concept of particle pressure. A model involving particle pressure variation coupled to a Darcy-
like behavior for the fluid captures the phenomenon of “self-filtration,” in which the effluent material has lower
solid fraction than the input suspension. For ���crit�0.58, under added load from a weighted piston, the
flow periodically alternates between fast and slow motions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flows of concentrated suspensions, from mud to ceramic
precursor slurries, are commonly encountered in nature and
industry. Suspensions range from colloidal dispersions to wet
granular flows and thus have rich and varied dynamics. Con-
centrated colloidal suspension flows, with solid fraction �
approaching the maximum packing limit, exhibit phenomena
including erratic speed fluctuations �1�, confinement-induced
flow oscillations �2�, and “giant” stress fluctuations when the
imposed shear rate approaches a transition value �3�. In
liquid-immersed granular flows, dilatancy effects are seen for
underwater granular avalanches �4�, while flow instabilities
are observed for inclined-plane flows beyond a critical incli-
nation angle �5�. In this work, we address self-filtration, in
which the effluent from a pressure-driven contraction flow
has lower solid loading than the upstream material �1�; this
phenomenon is similar to behavior previously studied in the
context of suspension and paste extrusion �6,7�. The present
study of flow of dense noncolloidal suspensions through a
contraction elucidates the development of a flow-induced liq-
uid pressure field and its relation to self-filtration in steady
and oscillatory flows.

Particle migration is observed in a number of low-
Reynolds-number suspension flows, including curvilinear �8�
and pressure-driven rectilinear flows �9�. The migration has
been modeled based on “particle pressure” as driving poten-
tial �10–12�. The particle pressure � is the mean normal
stress exerted by the particle phase �=− 1

3 ��11
p +�22

p +�33
p �

in a sheared suspension �13�. A compressive particle pres-
sure � quantifies the tendency of the dispersed phase to
spread under shear. For this spreading to take place, liquid
must replace the particles, and there must be an equal but
opposite �and hence, suction� pressure in the suspending liq-
uid �liq=−���̇ ,��; this is deduced as a result of the con-
straint of material incompressibility �12,14�. The relation of
diffusion with liquid pressure in solid-liquid systems is a
broadly relevant topic, e.g., for the ultrafiltration process,
where theory of the suspending liquid pressure has estab-
lished equivalency of Fick’s and Darcy’s laws �15�. Measure-
ments at a porous boundary show evidence of opposing nor-
mal stresses in the two phases of sheared suspensions �16�. A
clear demonstration is provided by measurement of the sol-
vent pressure in a sheared suspension by a method analogous

to measurement of osmotic pressure in quiescent solutions
across a semipermeable membrane �14�.

In this work, we study a contraction geometry, in which
distinct shear-rate regions form and are found to have sig-
nificantly different solvent phase suction pressures �liq. In
addition, at large �, we observe a reduction in suspension
concentration downstream of the contraction relative to the
upstream. This dilation or self-filtration and its relation to the
flow-induced liquid pressures are studied for steady and os-
cillatory flow conditions.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The suspensions are composed of spherical polystyrene
particles �380–500 �m in diameter; Maxi-Blast Inc.� and
UCON 50-HB-660 �Dow Chemical�, a Newtonian liquid
with viscosity � f =0.3 Pa s and density 1.05 g cm−3 at 23°,
very close to that of polystyrene. Inertia is negligible as
Rep=�Ua /� f �1, where U is the average flow speed, a is
the sphere radius, and � and � f are the fluid density and
viscosity, respectively. Flows of two more viscous liquids
without particles, mixtures of UCON 75-H-90000 and 75-H-
1400 �both of density 1.09 g cm−3� having viscosities
36.5 Pa s �liquid X� and 7 Pa s �liquid Y� at 23°, are also
studied.

The flow passes through a contraction in a vertical chan-
nel constructed of acrylic, with geometry shown in Fig. 1.
The length, width �W� and depth of the channel are 20, 2.5,
and 2 cm, respectively. The contraction is formed by sym-
metrically inserting two rectangular blocks of length 4 cm,
depth 2 cm �equaling the channel depth�, and of width yield-
ing the ratio of the contraction channel width to that of origi-
nal channel w /W=1 /6 �Fig. 1�. A charge coupled device
�CCD� camera �Basler A1021� images the flow along an axis
orthogonal to the channel wall.

The suspension is poured into the channel to a level 15
cm above the contraction, and then a bottom plate restricting
outflow is removed. The effluent material collected at the
exit as the suspension column height drops about 7 cm is
weighed; the particles are recovered by thorough washing
and drying, then weighed separately to obtain the outlet con-
centration. Unless mentioned, the upper surface of the sus-
pension is open to the atmosphere. Experiments with addi-
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tional driving force use a closely fitted weighted piston
placed on the upper surface of the mixture.

The liquid pressures P1 and P2 in flowing systems are
measured by differential transducers �Omega; 	1 psi� at-
tached across holes in the channel wall at the contraction
�level L1� and 5 cm above �level L2�; reported pressures are
thus relative to atmospheric. We confirm experimentally that
the extent of significant nonaxial flow above the contraction
level is �3w: L2, well above this zone, is in a unidirectional
flow region. For suspension flows, liquid pressure alone
rather than that exerted by both particles and fluid is mea-
sured by placing a mesh across each hole to retain the par-
ticles, as previously shown �14�.

Figure 2 shows P1 vs H1 and P2 vs H2 for flow of differ-
ent materials through the contraction, where H1 and H2
are heights of liquid �or suspension� column at respective
measurement levels as shown in Fig. 1. For the pure liquid
��=0� flow, the pressures P1 and P2 are slightly below
the corresponding static heads �gH1 and �gH2 �indi-
cated by solid lines�, as a result of viscous pressure losses
accounted as 
P1=�gH1− P1, as labeled in Fig. 2�a�, and

P2=�gH2− P2. Figure 2 shows that, for pure liquids X and
Y differing in viscosity by a factor of over five, the pressure
�and hence 
P� dependence on fluid-column height is iden-
tical. In contrast, suspension flows are characterized by re-
duction in liquid pressures, differing with volume fraction;
this reduction for a suspension of �=0.5 is labeled as �1 in
Fig. 2�a� to indicate the relationship to particle pressure
which we develop later.

We note that the equivalence of pressure dependence for
different viscosity pure liquids is a consequence of hydrody-
namic linearity under the Stokes-flow conditions. The vis-
cous loss 
P1 �or 
P2� is proportional to the shear stress
�s�̇. The shear rate may be written as �̇=K�x���gH1 /�s�,
where K�x� accounts for spatial variation in shear rate due to
the contraction; the liquid column head �gH1 above the con-
traction is the driving force for flow, and the resistance to
flow scales with �s. Thus 
P1��s�̇��gH1, confirming in-
dependence of viscous losses on material viscosity. The ex-
perimental data for both liquids yield 
P1=0.16�gH1 and

P2=0.03�gH1. We have confirmed that in the absence of
flow, the liquid pressure is equivalent to the static fluid head.

Also, when the particle flow is restricted by a mesh at the
bottom yielding Darcy flow through a column of particles,
we find dP /dz�50 Pa /cm for ��0.55.

We now assess the liquid pressure for flow of suspen-
sions at solid fraction �=0.50, 0.52, 0.55, and 0.58,
with � f =0.30 Pa s �in one case � f =0.9 Pa s�. The sus-
pension effective viscosity satisfies �s=�s

����� f, where
�s

���1−� /�max�−2, with �max�0.6 the maximum packing
fraction. Recall that the liquid pressure alone is obtained by
placing screens across holes at L1 and L2 �14� and that the
pressure drop due to viscous losses is independent of the
viscosity �s and depends �for fixed density� only on fluid-
column height H1. Yet Fig. 2 shows that the measured liquid
pressure values for a suspension decrease relative to those
found for the pure liquid flows, and the decrease becomes
more pronounced with increasing �. The striking conclusion
is that the additional decrease in liquid-phase pressures P1
and P2 observed for suspensions must be due to another
physical process unique to a two-phase flow. As noted above,
experiments �14� and simulations �12� have shown that uni-
form shearing in suspensions generates suction pressure in
the suspending liquid �liq=−���̇ ,��, which is accounted
here as

P1 = �gH1 − 
P1 − �1, P2 = �gH2 − 
P2 − �2. �1�

Because 
P1 and 
P2 were previously evaluated and inde-
pendent of viscosity, we are able to determine �1 and �2
separately as a function of fluid-column height.

The measurement of self-filtration, where effluent concen-
tration �out

m is below the input �in, is shown in Fig. 3. For
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the experiment.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Liquid pressure of flowing systems mea-
sured �a� at L1 in the beginning of the contraction; �b� at L2, 5 cm
vertically above L1, plotted against fluid-column height at each
measurement level. The legend in �b� applies also to �a�. Viscosities
are for liquid X 36.5 Pa s and for liquid Y 7 Pa s; For suspensions,
the suspending fluid has � f =0.3 Pa s, except for one set of data at
P1 for �=0.52, where � f =0.9 Pa s �open squares�.
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�in�0.55, we find �out
m �0.528	0.003. Also, �out

m remains
unchanged as the suspension column drops from H1=15 to 8
cm. As a result of mass conservation and dilution of the
effluent, the top of the column would become dry �as we
observed in early experiments�, unless a layer of a few mm
depth of pure liquid is added on top of the suspension, and
we follow this practice. Similar filtration behavior for colloi-
dal systems was observed by �1�, where it was suggested that
colloidal jamming or flow instabilities are necessary to in-
duce self-filtration. On the contrary, we observe this phenom-
ena under steady flow.

III. MODEL

We now propose a mechanistic model for self-filtration
invoking particle pressure and check its consistency with
our experimental results. Constitutive modeling �10�
and simulation at uniform shear and � �11,12� have
shown that particle pressure may be expressed as
�=�n�̇ for non-Brownian suspensions, where �n=�n

����� f
is the suspension “normal stress viscosity” modeled as
�n

��0.75�� /�max�2�1−� /�max�−2. Combining the local rhe-
ology ���n�̇ with dependence of the shear rate on driving
head, �̇=K�x���gH1 /�s�,

�

�gH1
� K�x�q��� , �2�

where q���=�n /�s is the ratio of normal to shear stress �or
inverse of friction coefficient in granular rheology� which
increases with � and is independent of � f �10,17�. This for-
mulation leads to the remarkable implication that for a fixed
configuration and � in gravity-driven flow, particle pressure
is independent of the suspending liquid viscosity. We confirm
this experimentally, as illustrated by the two identical curves
for P1 �within error bar� in Fig. 2�a� at �=0.52, for � f =0.3
or 0.9 Pa s. A second implication is that at a given point
in the channel the ratio � /�gH1 is independent of H1 and

increases sharply with �. At the positions of the pressure
sensors, we plot �1 /�gH1 and �2 /�gH1 averaged over
8�H1�15 cm for experiments with different �in �Fig. 3
inset�. The small error bars confirm independence of H1 and
no considerable change in local � over any experiment. The
sharp rise in �2 /�gH1 with �in is expected, but given the
constitutive modeling, the flattening of �1 /�gH1 suggests
that � at the contraction is reduced relative to �in and is
essentially unchanged for �in�0.55. This interpretation of
dilation at the contraction agrees with flattening of measured
outlet concentration �out

m for �in�0.55.
To address the basis of the observed dilation, we now

assume that the fluid pressure variation between contraction
and bulk regions induces flow of liquid relative to particles,
similar to Darcy flow, sucking liquid toward the contraction.
This suction force can be estimated as ��1−�2��=�in

. A di-
rect measure is difficult, as �1 is affected by dilation at the
contraction. We reformulate the suction force in terms of �2
using Eq. �2�,

��1 − �2��=�in
= �K1/K2 − 1��2, �3�

where we recall that K represents the spatial dependence
of the shear rate. The flow of liquid relative to particles

V=Vl−Vp is stated as


V

Vp
�

�2/�s

�gH1/�s
�

�2

�gH1
. �4�

As �2 /�gH1 is independent of H1, Eq. �4� implies steady
dilution, consistent with the experimental observation. Writ-
ing a conservation equation for the particles and incorporat-
ing Eq. �4� yield

�out =
�inVp

�inVp + �1 − �in�Vl
=

�in

1 + A
�2

�gH1
�1 − �in�

. �5�

Using the experimental measurement of �2 /�gH1 and �out
from Fig. 3, we obtain the dimensionless A=0.34	0.04.
With this value of A and a quadratic interpolation of
�2 /�gH1 data in Fig. 3 inset, the prediction of the effluent
concentration is in satisfactory agreement with the experi-
mental data �Fig. 3�; the downward curvature is an artifact of
the quadratic fit.

Considering the spatial dependence of the shear rate �̇
=K�x���gH1 /�s�, one would expect K1 /K2=6 in the present
geometry where the ratio of the contraction channel w /W
=1 /6. However, for �=0.50 and 0.52, where the observed
dilation is small, Eq. �2� suggests K1 /K2��1 /�2�13. This
larger value shows that K1 /K2 is influenced both by the
variation in shear rate and change in flow type from pure
shear flow to extensional flow at the contraction. We also
conducted experiments with smaller particles �150–250 �m
in diameter� at �=0.58. The pressure responses P1 and P2 as
well as the effluent concentration ��out

m �0.53� remains un-
affected by the particle size for the studied range.

IV. OSCILLATORY FLOW UNDER ADDED LOAD

We now consider flow under additional load supplied by
a 100 g piston added to the top of the mixture. The weight is
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Comparison of the measured and pre-
dicted outlet particle volume fractions, �out

m and �out
p for contraction

geometry w /W=1 /6; the inset shows �1 /�gH1 and �2 /�gH1 plot-
ted against input particle concentration �in.
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equivalent to 2 kPa additional pressure. Images are captured
using a high magnification lens �Sigma DG HSM� with wide
field of view �1.5 cm2 cm� focused on the contraction,
illuminated by white light. Particle tracking velocimetry
�PTV� is used to obtain the average particle speed along the
wall. The bulk flow determined from the decline of the sus-
pension column is 4–5 times the observed near wall motion
for both steady and oscillatory flows. In the contraction of
w /W=1 /6, at �=�crit�0.58 with the weighted piston, PTV
shows that the flow alternates between fast and slow motions
with a surprising periodicity as shown in Fig. 4 �see also the
movie available with the online version of the paper �18��.
The oscillations are absent below a particular threshold load
as seen in earlier work �2�, but the oscillation frequency here
decreases with added load, contrary to that study. Robustness
of periodic flow to changes in geometry, suspending liquid
viscosity and piston weight has been established but to be
brief we focus on �=0.58, w /W=1 /6 and added piston load
of 100 g. Under this condition, the measured effluent con-
centration is �out

m =0.527	0.003 with the stated variance
based on multiple experimental trials. Figure 4 shows that
the particle speed in slow motion of the alternating flow is
lower than with no external force. This suggests the weighted
piston makes contact with particles at the upper surface,

activating a granular network which supports most of the
piston weight. Slow creep of the deforming granular network
causes a decrease in liquid pressure P1. When the network
abruptly breaks, as indicated by the faster motion, the inter-
nal stress in the particle phase is released and the liquid
pressure goes up simultaneously �Fig. 4�. Thus, dilational
motion near the contraction in the slow regime ultimately
leads to breakage of the granular network. As the diluted
batch passes through the contraction, the granular network is
reestablished and begins again to creep, thus leading to pe-
riodic flow variation. Similar correlation between flow speed
and pore pressure is observed in avalanching flows �4�. As a
final point, note that the threshold load needed to induce
oscillations is approximately 50 g for typical particles
�380–500 �m in diameter� and 500 g for smaller particles
�150–250 �m in diameter�, suggesting the influence of
channel size/particle ratio.

We conclude that in concentrated suspension flow in a
contraction geometry, the change in shear rate at the contrac-
tion induces a spatially varying pressure field in the liquid
phase, with the pressure reduced well below the value ex-
pected due to viscous losses. In the same flow, we observe
self-filtration with a reduced outlet solid concentration rela-
tive to the imposed inlet concentration. We have related the
reduction in the liquid pressure field to particle pressure and
proposed a model which rationalizes the self-filtration phe-
nomenon. When driving the system with a weighted piston at
�crit�0.58, the flow shows consistent periodic oscillations
where fast and slow motion of the suspension correspond,
respectively, to low and high internal stress states of the par-
ticle phase. The same type of coupling involving dilation and
failure of the solid network seems responsible for this strik-
ing phenomenon. Note that the liquid pressure in the porous
medium state of the mixture is equivalent to a pore pressure
in granular and soil mechanics �19�. We conclude that the
concept of pore pressure is directly related to shear-induced
particle pressure, �, in suspensions, which has been estab-
lished both as a nonequilibrium continuation of osmotic
pressure �12� and a general drive toward particle phase dila-
tion �14�.
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